FOR REFERENCE ONLY – LOW VOLTAGE CABLING AND EQUIPMENT TO BE PROVIDED BY OTHERS.
SECTION 270500 - COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR COMMUNICATIONS

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 RELATED SECTIONS

A. All division 27 work shall, in addition to all division 1 specification sections, comply with all of the requirements in the following specification sections:

- 260500 Common Work Results for Electrical
- 260501 Electrical Demolition
- 260510 Electrical Submittals
- 260511 Electrical Work Closeout
- 260512 Electrical Coordination
- 260519 Low-Voltage Electrical Power Conductors and Cables
- 260523 Control-Voltage Electrical Power Cables
- 260526 Grounding and Bonding for Electrical Systems
- 260529 Hangers and Supports for Electrical Systems
- 260533 Raceway and Boxes for Electrical Systems
- 260536 Cable Trays for Electrical Systems
- 260543 Underground Ducts and Raceways for Electrical Systems
- 260548 Vibration and Seismic Controls for Electrical Systems
- 260553 Identification for Electrical Systems
- 260800 Electrical Commissioning
- 262726 Wiring Devices

1.2 COORDINATION

A. CCU ITs must approve any deviation from the specifications in this document. All communications, correspondence, and approvals must be conveyed through the official project contacts of record such as the Architect and Construction Manager.

B. All Division 27 Contractor Project Managers shall schedule and conduct a coordination meeting with CCU ITS to confirm and coordinate scope of work requirements prior to commencement of work whether project is new construction, renovation, or retrofit. Project meetings shall be scheduled through the General Contractor, Construction Manager, or CCU Facilities Services depending upon how the project management process is structured in each instance.

C. The Contractor shall submit a work schedule before any work begins. This schedule shall identify the major phases of the installation. The Architect or Construction Manager shall review the schedule with CCU ITS and CCU Facilities representatives, identify inspection requirements based on phasing and request any required modifications to the installation schedule. When the installation plan is finalized and approved, work may begin.

1.3 SUBMITTALS

A. Work shall not proceed without CCU approval of all submitted items.
1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Cabling Contractor shall provide with bid an RCDD and Installer-level BICSI Certification. A minimum of one (1) permanent crew member shall be BICSI Installer Level II as well as manufacturer certified. Twenty-five percent (25%) of installation force shall be BICSI Installer Level I. Work crew, not involved in installing cable elements (e.g. laborers delivering/moving materials, installing grounding by an electrician, or workers installing pathway elements) do not require BICSI or manufacturer certification or registration.

B. Only installers trained and certified by the proposed manufacturer shall be allowed to terminate and test optical fiber. Others specified above may pull/place optical fiber cable under the supervision of an installer trained and certified by the manufacturer.

1.5 SYSTEM WARRANTY

A. The Contractor shall provide a single manufacturer 25-year system performance warranty covering the installed cabling system against defects in workmanship, components and performance, and follow-up support after project completion. Project must be registered with Tyco electronics (TE) connectivity prior to start of work. All documentation of the 25-year system performance coverage and 25-year component coverage must be provided to CCU prior to completion of project. During the warranty period, and for non-conformities of which contractor has notice, contractor shall take all necessary and appropriate action; free of charge, to correct any non-conformity with the warranties contained in the manufacturer agreement. During the warranty period, contractor shall provide to CCU, free of costs and charges, all support necessary to ensure that the cabling system meets the requirements specified in this document and performance guarantees provided by the contractors. During the warranty period, contractors shall furnish, or cause to be furnished, all maintenance, service, parts and replacements necessary to maintain the cabling system in good working condition, at no cost to CCU.

B. All deficiencies shall be corrected within a period of forty-eight (48) hours.

END OF SECTION 270500